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Our comprehensive clinical  
toolset supports you in:
» Delivering care based on person-centred records 
» Following best practice clinical processes 
» Efficient reporting and auditing 
» The effective delivery of high-quality care
» Risk and incident management
» Evidencing compliance with the Quality Standards

We provide you with gold standard clinical content and configurable  
workflows, enabling you to enhance efficiency whilst reinforcing  
the delivery of quality care.

AutumnCare 
CMS
AutumnCare CMS is a clinical  
management system built to  
drive outstanding outcomes for 
caregivers and care recipients.

FEATURES
» Inspection Readiness
» Forms & Assessments
» Communication Hub
» One Integrated Record
» Dashboard Overviews
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The comprehensive care 
management system of choice

AUTUMNCARE FACILITATES:
PERSON-CENTRED RECORD KEEPING:

» Create unique Care Plans for each care recipient 
» Perform Care Plan reviews
» Select from a wide range of Forms and Assessments 
» Document Care Notes
» Perform Interactive Handover at the start of each shift 
» Send tasks and messages 
» Access appointment calendars 

REPORTING AND ORGANISATIONAL OVERSIGHT:

» Access a selection of prebuilt reports
» Build your own custom reports
» View the Dashboard for a snapshot of the entire organisation 
» Monitor key indicators remotely 
» Identify and proactively manage risks
» Enhance transparency across the care service
» Gain greater insight into all data entered into the system

Manage all of your care records in one central location.

AutumnCare covers all of the clinical and care documentation needs of care providers,  
enabling them to create thorough and accurate records in a fraction of the time taken  
when using a paper-based system.
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MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATION REPORTING

Staff are able to manage 
medications whilst referencing 
each care recipients medical 
history, including diagnosis, 
allergies, special considerations 
and prescriptions.

Embedded prompts and alerts 
guide staff through customisable 
medication rounds whilst 
eliminating instances of missed 
medications and signature 
omissions.

Detailed reports can be created 
in a matter of minutes, reducing 
the time taken to manually 
compile audits and reports on 
medication management and 
administration.

Medicate
AutumnCare Medicate promotes 
safe, efficient and effective 
medication management, 
administration and reporting  
for care providers.

FEATURES
» Administer Medications
» Manage Incidents
» Evaluate PRN Effectiveness
» Report on Medications
» Manage Psychotropics
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CARE LEISURE OUTINGS

Keep families up to date 
between visits by sharing 
relevant care information. 
Families can even sign and 
return care plan reviews when 
unable to attend in person.

Let them in on the fun!
Share photos of care 
recipients enjoying group 
events and leisure activities 
with family members.

FEATURES
» Sharing of Case Notes
» Electronic care plan signing
» Secure two-way messaging
» Updates on medications
» Sharing of photographs

Make arrangements with 
families when collecting their 
loved ones for appointments or 
trips out. Remind family to bring 
a new pair of socks or  
PJs during their next visit.

Family
AutumnCare Family is an app 
designed to streamline family 
engagement. Care providers are able 
to communicate directly with family 
members, keeping them connected 
wherever they may be.
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SIMPLE SMART SECURE

An icon-based interface 
makes this app intuitive to use 
with little to no training. 
Access and complete all of 
your daily tasks in a fraction 
of the time, providing you with 
more time to care.

AutumnCare Mobile is clinically 
comprehensive without being 
complicated. 
We provide an extensive range 
of charts and assessments 
to ensure all care planning 
eventualities are covered.

FEATURES
» Daily Notes
» Charting
» Messages & Tasks
» Care Planning
» Assessments

Data shared via the app is 
kept secure via encryption, 
password protection and 
access permissions. 
This ensures you maintain 
control of who can access the 
system at all times.

Mobile
AutumnCare Mobile is a lightweight 
app for data entry at the point of care.
Designed to replicate a carers 
workflow, the app facilitates more 
thorough, accurate record-keeping  
on the go, without detracting from 
face-to-face time with care recipients.
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The AutumnCare LMS allows users to progress through tutorials  
and assessments at their own pace.
Download training modules from our Support site or access them on our Learning Management 
System via any web browser.

Tutorials are available for all of the basic through to advanced functions available within 
AutumnCare.

This is the perfect tool for beginner users that have just picked up AutumnCare for the very first 
time, through to experienced users looking for a refresher on basic data entry through  
to customisation.

Training packages are available to cover AutumnCare Desktop as well as AutumnCare Medicate.

eLearning
Effective, accessible 
education designed for all 
AutumnCare users.
Ongoing staff education from 
a convenient, accessible 
platform ensures that staff 
are able to maximise their use 
of AutumnCare.
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AutumnCare eLearning provides totally comprehensive,  
yet flexible training:
» Complete modules at any time 
» Access in several ways depending on your preference 
» Staff gain a certificate to verify competency upon successful 
completion of each course 
» New training content is provided alongside each AutumnCare 
software update 

Some of the things eLearning modules cover include:

» Creating and customising Care Plans
» Creating reports 
» Documenting activity attendance and participation 
» Administering medications
» Reviewing missed medications
» Configuring medications 

Contact us to find out more.

WHY CHOOSE THE LMS?
» More thorough and  
 effective documentation
» User confidence in   
 navigating the system
» Usage of all functionality the  
 system has to offer
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AutumnCare’s cloud hosted solution allows Aged Care providers to 
enjoy all of the rich functionality of a clinical management system 
without the distraction of software upkeep.
When you choose our cloud hosted solution, AutumnCare fully manages and maintains your 
system.  This means that comprehensive IT infrastructure and in-house IT specialists are not 
required.  This leaves your staff free to focus on delivery and documentation of care. 

AutumnCare in the cloud means less valuable time is spent on software maintenance, and a 
dedicated Technical Support team is ready and able to assist you as required. 

Cloud Hosting
All the benefits of a clinical 
management software
system fully maintained by 
AutumnCare.
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COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY
AutumnCare stores your clinical data security off site when 
you select our cloud hosted model. 

Your clinical data can be restored from previous backups in 
the event of network failure or natural disaster, ensuring that 
your data remains protected even in the event of devices 
being damaged or destroyed. 

ACCESS TO DEDICATED SUPPORT STAFF
Our Technical Supported team are dedicated to the prompt 
response to your queries, as a cloud user you have access 
to this team between 8.00am - 7.30pm AEST weekdays.  

This means less time spent on troubleshooting and a 
system that is available whenever you need it. 

AUTUMNCARE PERFORMS 
THE FOLLOWING:

» Software monitoring
» Software maintenance
» Software upgrades
» Data storage
» Nightly database backups
» Data encryption


